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Introduction
Many companies offer physical products combined with Web services. For example, companies selling servers on-line order required components on-line from suppliers world-wide and assemble them for just-in-time delivery.
Services from both providers and company are offered according to some Service Level Agreement (SLA), specifying the provided performance. This situation occurs in many branches of industry besides in a Web service environment, such as electronics companies, car manufacturers, and furniture companies. The problem considered in this paper is how a service administrator can explain service composition performance in terms of performance of its service providers. A service administrator in this paper monitors and (re)negotiates SLAs provided or used by the company. In this position paper we describe our approach, Monitoring Complex Service Compositions (MoCSCo), that aims for real-time performance diagnosis to enable offering competitive SLAs in a highly dynamic environment.
Quality of service (QoS) research in supply chains is well established but rather assumes a static supply chain in which data are collected and analyzed over a time period [7, 19] . In e-commerce, by contrast, each supply chain may exist for one delivery only, and providers may be switched even during execution. We therefore need algorithms that allow real-time monitoring and diagnosis of QoS. In MoCSCo we will provide sophisticated tools and algorithms for monitoring composition performance in realtime and diagnosing its performance in terms of component services obtained from third parties. This is a first step towards automatic composition management.
In Section 2 we describe our current work by means of a small example, followed by Section 3 where a motivating example is described. In Section 4 we describe the four different research questions we aim to tackle. After this, we give a description of the envisioned methodologies to use for answering these questions in Sections 5, 6, 7, and 8. Related work is discussed in Section 9 after which we conclude this paper with a short discussion and summary in Section 10. 
Current work
This position paper continues our current work on QoS monitoring and diagnosis, Monitoring Dependencies for Service Level Agreements (MoDe4SLA) [8, 11, 10] , that allows us to monitor QoS attributes and diagnose observed performance under a number of simplifying assumptions. Our tool architecture is shown in Figure 1 .
Dependency analysis analyzes for each attribute how performance of the composite service depends on its component services. This dependency varies for different attributes. We currently do cost and response time analysis, and will extend this with at least availability in this project. Log analysis uses for each attribute the dependency tree and log of service invocations to diagnose the composition performance in terms of its components. To be meaningful, we assume for this diagnosis that the internal business process by which the composite service (delivered to a customer) is constructed from the component services (obtained from providers), does not distort the composition logic of the service.
In detail, in dependency analysis we derive for the most common workflow patterns, and for each performance attribute, how performance of the components influence the composition performance. We use the following constructs from the workflow pattern library [1, 2] : sequence, AND split and join, AND split and discriminative join, OR split and join, OR split and discriminative join, XOR split and join, and loop.
For example, Figure 2 shows a composition tree with an OR split and discriminative join (ORDISC) where 2 out of 3 branches are invoked and the split succeeds with the first responding service. Each branch indicates its invocation probability compared to its siblings, i.e., WS 1, WS 2, and WS 3 have a chance of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 to be chosen, respectively. The response time (RT) and cost dependency trees depict the expected average impact of each service on response time and cost of the composition (impact factor IF), and the expected average number of contributions per composition invocation (edge annotations with contribution factor), respectively. Composition RT is determined by the longest response time of a subset of services (max(subset)), while composition costs are determined by the sum of costs for a subset of services (sum(subset)). The algorithm determines these expected values by taking the invocation probability together with the expected average attribute value into account. The contribution factor for an ORDISC depends on the probability a branch is invoked per composition invocation (for cost) and its probability to be the fastest responding (for RT). More specifically, the estimated composition RT is in this case determined by determining the invocation chance for each subset of two branches (recall that two branches out of three are invoked) based on the estimated invocation chance for each branch. Together with the average response time for each branch, we calculate for each subset of two branches which branch is most likely to finish first. Now, we determine the average response time for the ORDISC based on the expected response time of each subset of three services and the invocation chance of that subset. Furthermore, we use this information to determine for each service its Impact Factor (IF) which is a combination of its estimated average response time and the chance it is the fastest responding branch when invoked. For example, WS 3 has an expected impact of 0 concerning response time since is expected to always be the slowest service when invoked.
The second major part of the algorithm is the log analysis, where we analyze a log of service invocations and construct the performance tree, in which we show four things [11] :
• A trace of composition performance to performance of its components;
• Realized impact factors of component services;
• Realized contribution factors and any deviations with expected values;
• Any SLA violations of average attribute values when they contributed to the composition;
As indicated above, in MoCSCo we will add availability as third relevant attribute, and our case studies may reveal additional relevant attributes. Also, in the current version of the tool we have made a number of independence assumptions that need to be dropped for the tool to be applicable to realistic cases. This is the major task of the MoCSCo project
Motivating Example
To motivate the necessity for our proposed research, we show in this section the complexity of monitoring service compositions while taking simplifying assumptions into account as we do in MoDe4SLA. This more complex example is depicted in Figure 3 where the composition, Figure 3 (a), consists of an OR split with discriminative join (ORDISC) where 3 out of 4 branches are invoked and the construct succeeds after the fastest two invoked branches succeed. Each branch indicates the invocation chance compared to its siblings. The first branch is an AND split and join where WS 1 and WS 2 are invoked in parallel. The second branch consists of a single Web service WS 3, and the third branch is an XOR split where either WS 4 (chance is 0.4) or WS 5 (chance is 0.6) is invoked. The fourth branch consists of WS 6. Each service has an agreed upon average response time and cost attribute described in its SLA.
The response time dependency tree Figure 3 (b) depicts the expected average impact of each service on the response time of the composition. For the OR split with discriminative join we calculate the estimated response time of each branch. For each subset of three branches (recall that three branches out of four are invoked) we calculate the invocation chance based on the estimated chance to be chosen on the branches. With the average response time for each branch and the chance for each subset of branches to be invoked, we can determine which branch will most likely be the second to finish for each subset. Recall that the OR-DISC construct succeeds after the second branch responds. Now, we can determine the average response time for the ORDISC based on the expected response time of each subset of three services and the invocation chance of that subset. For example, the first and second branch are not expected to ever be the second responding branch, therefore, their expected impact is 0. On average, the third branch with the XOR split is expected to determine the response time in 57% of the composition invocations. Recall from Figure 3 (a) that the chance to be invoked for WS 4 and WS 5 is 0.4 against 0.6. Therefore, on average, WS 4 contributes 0.4 · 0.57 = 0.23 times to the overall response time when the composition is invoked. The impact of WS 4, i.e., the average contribution to the total response time, is 0.31. This value is calculated using the average response time of WS 4 (6ms), the average response time of the composition (4.46 ms), and the number of times the WS is expected to contribute to the response time of the composition (0.23): The cost dependency tree in Figure 3 (c) depicts the expected average contribution of each Web service to the composition cost (i.e., the impact factors). Furthermore, it depicts how often a service is expected to contribute to the costs per composition invocation (i.e., the values on the branches). For costs it holds that each invoked service has to be paid. Therefore, the ORDISC results in the summation of costs of a subset of its outgoing branches (in this case 3) (sum(subset)). For each subset of three branches we calculate the invocation chance. For each branch we determine the average invocation chance by summating the chances of each subset where the service is contained. The results are depicted on the outgoing branches and add up to 3 since each composition invocation invokes 3 branches that all contribute to the cost of the composition. For the XOR split in the third branch we calculate the invocation chance for WS 4 and WS 5 (0.4·0.8 = 0.32, and 0.6·0.8 = 0.48, respectively) and therefore contribute to the composition cost. The expected impact factor for each service is again calculated by dividing the average cost of the service (e.g. e4 for WS 1) with the average composition cost (e14.47) and multiplying this with the chance the service actually contributes (0.73): For this example we can now derive that the response time of the composition is influenced by WS 4, 5, and 6. Furthermore, we can see that they have a comparable impact. Concerning the composition cost, we can derive that WS 4 and 5 have a comparable low impact and WS 6 contributes to almost 30% of the cost. Furthermore, we see that for response time WS 6 contributes in 43% of the invocations and WS 4 and WS 5 23% and 34%. For the costs, service 1, 2, 3, and 6 all contribute in 70−80%, and services 4 and 5 only 30 − 50% of the invocations.
As becomes clear for this example, monitoring dependencies for service compositions is not straightforward. Therefore, more research is needed to support management of these complex constellations.
Research Questions and Methodology
We pursue four questions in MoCSCo. Q1 and Q2 are preliminary questions while Q3 and Q4 require the most research effort:
Q1 What is the structure of SLAs? Q2 How can we monitor composition performance as required by its SLA? Q3 How can we diagnose performance of the composition? Q4 How accurate and efficient is the algorithm in practice?
In Q3 we will extend the MoDe4SLA approach by considering additional real-life complexity of the compositions. The following items are discussed:
• Ranges of attribute values
• Dependencies between attributes
• Dependencies between SLAs
• Automatic homogenization
• Dependencies between compositions Each of these items will lead to an extension for the current MoDe4SLA approach. The four questions are discussed in the following four sections.
SLA Structure
To develop a monitoring approach applicable in real-life we need to answer the following question:
Q1 What is the structure of SLAs?
So far, we reviewed several SLA structures as used in different SLA languages like WSLA [14] and SLAng [15] , and in specific domains like IP networks [24] and resource management [13] . To assure applicability of our performance analysis in real-life we will extend this review. We will do case studies with industrial partners of other, related projects of the Information Systems group, among others Philips, Daimler, IBM and Cisco. In addition, we plan a systematic literature review to collect knowledge about QoS attributes and their dependencies. We will summarize the results in SLA patterns which will be test cases in the remainder of the project. So far, WSLA [14] has served our purpose, but if necessary, we will extend the language.
Monitoring Performance
Here, we discuss how to approach the practical problem of monitoring composition performance:
Q2 How can we monitor composition performance as required by its SLA?
To monitor performance, we need to relate service execution logs to the composition in terms of component services. We abstract from the internal business process that defines the composition, and follow on the dependency logic of the composition structure. Since we assume this logic follows constructs from the considered workflow patterns, our approach is language independent concerning composition specification.
We currently simulate logs that consist of sequences of the form <service call, start time, stop time, cost, result>. We relate log messages to composition structures by reconstructing the message invocation order through their time stamps. For real-life logs without time stamps or compositions that contain nested loops (unnested loops can be handled this way), a more complex approach is needed where logs are related to the structure through annotating messages when they enter the logs [9] . In MoCSCo we will explore the time stamp and annotation approaches by means of simulated logs and logs obtained from case studies done for Q1.
Note that performance monitoring is not process mining [23] because we have a process structure against which to analyze a log. Our problem is related to both performance checking [20] , and variant mining [17] because we are interested in deviations from a given process. But where variant mining looks for structural variations of a process, and conformance checking for structural deviations between a process and its logs, we search for performance variations of a process with the same structure.
Diagnose Performance
The main identified research question is on how to actually diagnose performance:
Q3 How can we diagnose performance of the composition?
As indicated, we plan to add availability as third attribute, and possibly other relevant attributes revealed by answering Q1. The major task in answering Q3 is, however, to drop a number of simplifying assumptions we made in MoDe4SLA. We discuss these in the following subsections.
Ranges of attribute values
So far, we ignored attribute value ranges, but in real-life, SLAs use these ranges. Consider the following examples:
Response time of service A will be 7 − 9 ms with an average of 8 ms.
Response time of service B will be 1−15 ms with an average of 8 ms.
We currently treat these performance requirements as identical since we consider averages. For a proper diagnosis of SLA violations, we need to reason about value ranges. Therefore, we will incorporate variance in the impact analysis computation, where the impact of services with high variance is greater than the impact of a stable service. We need to experiment with various ways of doing this while keeping complexity of dependency and diagnosis computation down. Our first subgoal therefore is:
Extension 1: Extend the computation of dependency tree and impact values with variance between services concerning a specific attribute (e.g. response time).
Dependencies between attributes
We currently assume attributes are mutually independent. However, in real-life SLAs inter-dependencies are common. Consider the following SLA:
Every month, response time will be within 3 ms at least 99% of the invocations. Costs are 3 euro when the service responds within 2 ms while a response time of 2 − 3 ms costs 2 euro. If less than 99% of the invocations have response time within 3 ms a penalty of 1000 euro is paid.
In this SLA, cost directly depends on response time. The challenge is to represent what this means for the relative contribution of component service performance on the composition cost. For example, to diagnose the cause of an increase in composition cost, we need to show the influence of decreasing response times to the cost (i.e., costs rise to 3 euro). To solve this, we intend to represent dependencies between models by constructing links between attributes. These links should be annotated with some contribution function, similar to causal arrows in causal loop diagrams [22] . Our goal is to represent causal influence between attributes as accurately as necessary for meaningful diagnosis. For example, in the above example it may be sufficient to represent that a decrease in response time will cause an increase in cost. This leads to our second subgoal in answering Q3:
Extension 2: Extend the computation of dependency tree and impact values with dependencies between attributes within one SLA, balancing computational efficiency with diagnostic capability.
A third elaboration to meet conditions of real-life SLAs is the imposition of violation penalties. An example is the above SLA, where 1000 euro have to be paid in case the response time requirement is not met. We could add this as additional cost, with a dependency on the performance of other attributes. However, this would ignore the special status of penalties. Another solution is to create separate penalty dependency tree. We need to experiment with this and possibly other options to find the best way to monitor and diagnose penalties. Our third subgoal is accordingly the following.
Extension 3:
Extend the computation of dependency tree and impact values with penalties for SLA violations.
Dependencies between SLAs
When relating different SLAs of a composition and its components, we assume these SLAs are of equal structure. However, the composition SLA may, for example, mention response time, while some component services do not. This complicates diagnosing composition performance since causes for too long response times can only be traced when all components are monitored for it. We need to experiment to deal with "missing attributes" to find out which ways give useful performance tree diagnoses. One way might be using default or historical values, although this may obscure performance tree diagnosis.
Another structural mismatch arises with incompatible time frames. Here, we can impose a time ontology that unifies the smallest time units and harmonizes the ontology of time periods. Especially scaling down time frames will cause challenges since averages over partial time periods might not be representative for the total SLA time frame. Therefore, we need to decide on a trade off between ontological correctness and computational tractability. Our next subgoal is therefore the following: Extension 4: Extend the computation of dependency tree and impact values so that they can handle mismatches in, for example, attributes or time frames for dependencies between SLAs.
Automatic homogenization
In practice, compositions may comprise hundreds of services so that manual mismatch handling is not feasible. Ultimately, our solution should therefore be fully automatic, while maintaining accountability, i.e. service administrators should be able to check which SLAs were incompatible, why, what is done about it, and what the effects are on diagnosis.
Extension 5: Automatically homogenize SLAs in a composition in an accountable manner.
Dependencies between compositions
Another class of dependencies arises due to the fact that many services come in sets, such as services for gold, silver and platinum members, each with different but structurally similar SLAs. The representation problem is similar to specifying software product families, and might be solved using techniques from that field. The diagnosis problem is new, however, because it requires relating performance diagnosis of sets of related services.
Another kind of dependency stems from reuse of composition results. For example, a company providing on-demand news by querying several databases of other providers, might reuse results when same or similar invocation is done in a different service composition. Reuse causes reduced invocation costs. In real-time monitoring, it is not possible to determine which reuse cases will occur, which makes representing invocation costs accurately impossible. Consequently, relating different compositions using the same data will be an ongoing process, causing updates in cost models, falsifying historic dependency analysis. Our sixth subgoal is therefore the following: Extension 6: Extend the computation of dependency tree and impact values with dependencies between compositions.
Accuracy and Efficiency of the Algorithm
We will validate our solutions of Q3 on simulations with SLAs taken from the results of Q1. However, we intend to do two more case studies, unrelated to the requirements elicitation from Q1: one to test accuracy and one to test efficiency. For this purpose, our tool will automatically derive dependency models for a given composition. Furthermore, it will analyze logs and calculate performance trees for the service administrator.
Q4 How accurate and efficient is the algorithm in practice?
We define accuracy as the extent to which our dependency trees represent contribution of components performance to composition performance. We claim our construction of dependency trees is accurate [11] under following assumptions:
• Internal business processes implement the service composition structure so that it does not distort the logic of composition trees, and
• Internal business process executions do not deviate from internal business process specifications.
Both assumptions may be violated in practice and we will test our approach for this. For our approach to be useful it is sufficient that a significant number of business processes in practice satisfy the above assumptions.
In addition, we want to test whether our tool scales up to conditions of practice. We will therefore use it with a composite service of one of our industrial partners to validate feasibility of the setting, and to test constructing dependency and performance trees in real-time. The service administrator should judge (1) impact factors to be valid, and (2) diagnosis to hold useful diagnostic information. For this, our tool will provide graphical feedback models for the user, depicting all identified dependencies. These models should be intuitive to the user and hide the complexity of our approach. Currently, we consider using abstractions from details to hide complexity while users can zoom into services for more detailed information.
Here, we define efficiency as the ability to support service administrators in managing services better by using our tool with cost they judge to be acceptable. We will estimate this by a survey of perceived usability and usefulness as done for the current version of our tool [8] . In that survey 34 experts from both academia and industry answered 49 questions in an interactive session on the use of our current approach. The participants were asked to manage service compositions with and without the help of MoDe4SLA models.
Related work
Operations researchers study supply chain management techniques [25] . Such research ensures purchasing goods and services at the right time and price for just-in-time delivery [27] , and purchasing goods and services at the right level of quality [7] . The major difference with our research is that we allow for greater dynamics of service composition, so that a provider can change during execution of the service composition. In traditional supply chain management, quality is measured over batches of products and over longer periods of time with a decision point at the end on whether or not to change provider.
Real-time systems design and analysis also studies the composition of systems from components with known QoS guarantees [16] . The design and analysis algorithms developed in this research areas are widely used for Web service research, but here too runtime dynamics of service compositions with respect to changing providers, services, or compositions, and necessity for direct, instance-based, monitoring of QoS, needed for our goals, are not covered. For example, in service selection research, QoS of a composition is related to that of its components while composing an optimal composite service at design time [26] . While in this project, we monitor the composition and relate its performance to that of its components at runtime.
There are various approaches to monitor Web services. Casati et al. [21] aim at automated SLA monitoring, Pistore et al. [4] enable run-time monitoring while separating business logic from monitoring functionality. The smart monitoring approach by Baresi et al. [5] implements the monitor functionality itself as a service. Further work of Baresi et al. [6] presents an approach to dynamically monitor BPEL processes by adding monitoring rules. None of these approaches relate the performance of a composition to the performance of its components, which is the goal of this project. Mahbub and Spanoudakis [18] do relate the composition to its components but do so to identify specified requirement violations without considering their causes, as we do.
Dependency trees are used to do a root cause analysis of SLA violations [3, 12] . These trees are not constructed automatically, as we do, and they represent IT system architectures, rather than service compositions, as our trees do.
Discussion and Summary
Performance of service compositions has been studied from a specification and design point of view, but not from a monitoring and optimization point of view. With this position paper we do not only provide more insight in the structure of Web-SLAs but also in SLAs in general, and in the way they are related to the logical decomposition of a service composition. In particular our requirement to automatically build dependency trees, as well as automatically and on-the-fly diagnosis leads to identifying the underlying structure of SLAs. This research will pave the way for automatic management of service compositions in, for example, outsourcing, data and process integration, and value-added services.
Our approach to monitoring complex service compositions is to answer four relevant questions:
• What is the structure of SLAs?
• How can we monitor composition performance as required by its SLA?
• How can we diagnose performance of the composition?
• How accurate and efficient is the algorithm in practice?
Q3 is answered by taking a real-life setting into account. The resulting approach is tested in Q4 for accuracy and efficiency, providing the necessary validation of the approach.
